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Accountex USA Honors User Favorite
Award Winners
Last week’s annual Accountex USA accounting technology conference and expo
include the announcement of the 2017 User Favorite Award winners. The awards
program is a unique designation for an elite group of solutions and is based on the
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Last week’s annual Accountex USA accounting technology conference and expo
include the announcement of the 2017 User Favorite Award winners. The awards
program is a unique designation for an elite group of solutions and is based on the
Accounting Technology Ecosystem.

The User Favorite Awards are decided by a cumulative scoring system rather than the
vendor that receives the most votes; users must rank the solutions they use on a 5-
star system so that the winners are recognized on reported client satisfaction. It is
designed to recognize the solutions that are truly the favorite of the people who use
them regularly.

Of the hundreds of nominees and thousands of votes cast to determine the winners,
the 2017 User Favorite Award honorees are: QuickBooks, Sageworks, Salesforce, Right
Networks, Handifox, Expensify, ADP, Scanov, Karbon, Asana, Bill.com, TSheets,
Fundbox, SmartVault, Oracle, Intuit Field Service Management, Knowify,
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LedgerSync, Tax1099, Chargeover, ProSeries, CCH Wolters Kluwer, Square,
QuickBooks POS, B2B Gateway, Fiscal Technologies, and Zapier.

The User Favorite Awards showcase companies that provide the most productive and
effective technologies and meet the highest standards of design, ease-of-use, and
conformance with appropriate accounting standards.

Accountex USA is an independent expo and conference that provides three days of
training on accounting technology that moves accounting forward as well as the
business processes and organizational success needed in the marketplace. It is an
independent conference, which means that it offers more than one viewpoint of
solutions. The educational conference offers CPE with sessions taught by experts,
resulting in a high-caliber learning experience with real-world lessons and practical
takeaways that can be implemented seamlessly.

www.accountexusa.com
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